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Private jet travel has become more acces s ible to the ultra-affluent. Image credit: Michael Kors

By SARAH JONES

NEW YORK – While the cost of private planes used to be prohibitive to all but the wealthiest, newer, more affordable
air travel options are enabling a wider population of the ultra-affluent to take advantage of private aviation.

New research from Wealth-X and VistaJet presented on March 27 revealed that private fliers are not tied to a single
mode of air travel, with even jet owners frequently opting for charters or first class commercial tickets depending on
their immediate needs. Flying private is growing at a rate faster than the population of UHNW individuals and the
number of privately owned planes, pointing to an increased use of alternatives to ownership.
"T he purchase of time is going to continue, very much like the purchase of experience within the luxury sector," said
Winston Chesterfield, director of Wealth-X custom research.
"T hat blending together of experiences and ownership, that stand alone lifestyle, is crucial today because it means
that ownership isn’t necessarily the be all end all for this type of experience," he said.
"Given the fact that younger people are moving away from ownership, towards this idea of renting and not buying
lots of things...we think that is going to affect this sector as well."
Wealth-X and VistaJet’s "T he Jet T raveler Report: T he Global Perspective on Who Flies Privately and How" was based
on Wealth-X's database of UHNW individuals, which it defines as those with net worths of at least $30 million.
Experts and gatekeepers were also interviewed to find out why these travelers are flying privately.
In the air
Owners of private jets and members of private flying programs are typically wealthier than the general UHNW
population. T hose who have their own plane have an average net worth of $1.5 billion and members are worth $1.16
billion, whereas other ultra-affluent have an average net worth of $670 million.
T his differentiation is likely due to the costs associated with maintaining an aircraft or the membership fees.
Private jet owners also skew older, with the majority over the age of 60. T hey tend to be male and married, with

wealth that was self-made.
About one in five jet owners and members work in financial or banking. T he report attributes this correlation to the
liquidity of these individuals’ assets, which allows them more financial flexibility to invest in private flying
compared to those who have their wealth tied up in a business.
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Systermans
T ech titans make up 6 percent of private aviation program members. Skewing younger, these individuals reflect the
up-and-coming generations’ growing preference for renting over owning.
In comparison to the overall UHNW population, private jet owners and members show greater propensities towards
philanthropy, sports and art.
T he United States accounts for a significant portion of all privately owned jets. Of the approximately 17,000 jets
registered around the globe, about 13,400 are in North America, the region that boasts the most UHNW individuals,
with 81,700.
In comparison, Europe’s 64,000 ultra-affluent own under 3,000 jets, while the 63,000 UHNW individuals in Asia have
less than 1,200.
While they may not own a jet or a membership card for a private aviation service, the general population of UHNW
individuals do take advantage of on-demand charters.
When the ultra-affluent have to fly, they now have a range of options at their disposal, including commercial flights
in first or business class.
T hose who have the means to choose seek the mode of transportation that will be the most time-efficient. T hey also
weigh considerations about the perceived safety, risks and value of a particular choice.
For instance, UHNW individuals may choose to charter a jet at a smaller airport if they wish to avoid the possibility of
terror attacks at a bigger hub.
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A private plane owner who has a recognizable aircraft might choose to charter if he wishes to remain anonymous.

Private travel also offers more control than commercial flying, allowing fliers to pick their desired schedule. T hey
may additionally opt for their own plane to have a more direct flight between two smaller airports, rather than having
to transfer.
Beyond logistics, on-board private plane experiences can be customized to the traveler’s tastes. While consumers
from some markets still desire opulent dining while in the air, the majority would rather skip the Champagne and
caviar in favor of meals catered to their particular diet.
Getting on board
In an effort to reach tech-savvy luxury consumers, many private aviation companies have launched applications and
digital tools to help ease the booking process.
For instance, private aviation marketplace JetSmarter is making air travel resemble ridesharing with a new feature on
its mobile application.
Similarly to how services such as Uber allow riders to go in together on a journey to lower costs, JetSmarter is
opening up its chartered flights for sharing. SharedCharter builds off the community atmosphere of the JetSmarter
platform, enabling travelers to be reimbursed by others who are going the same way (see story).
Similarly, VistaJet expanded its China market coverage with a new Chinese language Web site in support of its recent
compatibility with WeChat.
T he aviation company is working to capture more of the lucrative business from Chinese luxury travelers as they
criss-cross the globe with the launch of its new Chinese site. T he move came a few months after VistaJet unveiled
the ability for Chinese customers to book a private jet through WeChat (see story).
While these aim to recreate the experience of Uber for flying, for air travel, the human touch is still an important part
of the experience.
Panelist Doug Gollan, editor in chief of Private Jet Card Comparisons, noted that luxury travel agencies have grown
due to affluent consumers’ desires for high-touch service.
"In the next generation, everyone’s becoming much more tech savvy," Mr. Gollan said. "At the same time, you can
mow your own lawn or you can pay people to mow your lawn, and these are people who are not mowing their own
lawn.
"And to a large degree, especially in the stratosphere that VistaJet is playing in…you’re still dealing with a market
where there’s really high-touch service."
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